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New exciting levels and higher stakes in Yatzy Ultimate on iOS, Windows 

Phone and Facebook 

Yatzy Ultimate, the top dice game on the market, takes the player to an unforgettable 

journey in its newest release for iOS, Windows Phone and Facebook. The new levels 

included in the gameplay, open completely new world for all Yatzy addicts and boost up 

the competition with higher stakes up to 500K Game.IO chips. 

With over 3.500.000 unique users, Yatzy Ultimate continues to be the top choice for iOS and Windows 

phone players of dice games. Every day, thousands of Yatzy addicts roll the dice in Yatzy, Maxi Yatzy and 

American Yatzy and take part in the best online competitions. The Bet mode is especially popular among 

the risk takers and players looking for different level of challenge. Game.IO team expects these new 

features to be widely embraced by its players, and they have few more surprises for the next release. 

The stakes are getting higher as the player travels from Noob Alley all the way to Hot Highway, and the 

risk grows exponentially along with their thrill of winning. Each level is carefully designed to keep them 

on the edge and wake up the competitive spirit. The players need to complete certain number of Online 

and Bet games and grow their Game.IO chips balance to unlock new levels and upgrade their rank.  

“It’s time to get out of the comfort zone because the competition is getting fiercer on the way to the top 

to become Yatzy Hot Shot. With these new features, we moved the game to another level and we 

encourage our players to send us their suggestions and new things they would like to see in the next 

release.” – says Marija Keleshoska, Marketing specialist at Game.IO. 

Start the journey today, by getting the free version of the game on iTunes, Windows Phone Store and 

Facebook, or download the paid version for iOS and Windows Phone for full experience of the game. 

Yatzy Ultimate is available in 7 languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Danish, Swedish and 

Russian. 

About Game.io: Game.IO is exclusive social casino multiplayer platform with Casino, Board and Dice reinvented 

games and provides the players with the best of classic and modern games in a new and exciting way.  

More at contact@game.io. 

Links:  

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/Game.ioGames 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/gameiogames 

Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/gameiogames/ 
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